Depression, ED? Could Be Low Testosterone
(NAPSA)—Two years ago, 55year-old Joe Marklinger visited
his therapist every other week in
hopes of curing his depression.
When describing his situation,
he’d talk about feeling sad, a lack
of energy and low libido. He
avoided interactions with people,
and dreaded work so much he sold
his business.
Marklinger is just one of 6.4
million men over 30 who exhibit
major depressive disorder each
year.
Marklinger’s doctor prescribed
common antidepressants for his
symptoms. While the medication
seemed to help, his mood was
inconsistent. In addition, Marklinger’s sex drive and sexual function plummeted, a side effect
experienced by nearly 40 percent
of patients on antidepressants.
“I went to my doctor for one
issue, and came out with two,”
said Marklinger.
On the surface, conditions like
depression and erectile dysfunction (ED) have little in common.
However, depression and ED can
be a cycle—one leading to the
other, and back again. Some men,
like Marklinger, may be depressed
and experience ED as a side effect
of antidepressants. Or, it can go
the other way. Men with ED may
feel depressed, believing there is
nothing they can do to improve
their condition.
But recent clinical studies have
found testosterone may be a key
factor in treating both depression
and ED. The conclusion? Men who
do not get relief with traditional
medications for depression or ED
should receive a screening to
determine if they have low testosterone, also called hypogonadism.
For Marklinger, it was his wife
who heard about a new study and
suggested he talk to a urologist. In

the study, conducted at Harvard’s
McLean Hospital,
physicians had tested depressed men
who were not responding to antidepressants. They
found that almost
half the men had
low testosterone.
When these men
used testosterone
gel along with antidepressants, they
experienced dramatic
improvements in mood, anxiety and libido.
“My doctor told me I had low
testosterone after reviewing the
results of my blood test,” said
Marklinger. “The gel he gave me
not only restored my sex drive,
but it improved my mood, too. I
felt stronger, had more energy and
I even stopped taking my antidepressants altogether.”
Since starting on testosterone
replacement therapy (TRT), Marklinger said he’s more outgoing. He
started a new business, plays basketball and golf and has a renewed
interest in sex.
In Marklinger’s case, the cycle
started with depression and led to
ED. But men can experience ED
first, which may cause them to
feel depressed in response to their
diminished sexual ability. For
more than half of men between
the ages of 40 and 70, ED is a
frustrating, embarrassing condition. Many turn to Viagra for help;
however, 30 percent of men who
try Viagra find it doesn’t work.
Researchers at Columbia University discovered that many “Viagra failures” also had low testosterone. When these men received
testosterone gel in combination
with the little blue pill, the 1-2

Tips On Selecting—And Using—A Digital Camera

combo punch resulted in improved
erectile function and overall sexual satisfaction. This concept can
be applied to the new impotence
treatments as well, which all work
in a similar way in the body.
Speaking with a physician
about your symptoms and having
your testosterone level checked
will start you on the right path.
The final step before starting
treatment is to have your Prostate
Specific Antigen (PSA) level
checked, which can detect your
risk for prostate cancer. While
there is no evidence that TRT
causes prostate cancer, men with
existing prostate cancer should
not receive testosterone therapy.
For men over the age of 40, an
annual screening for low testosterone should be a part of a regular
check-up, according to The Men’s
Health Network, a Washington
D.C.-based non-profit organization.
The organization recommends visiting www.mytestosterone.com to
complete a 10-question checklist to
help you communicate with your
doctor about your symptoms. Or
visit www.menshealthnetwork.org
for more information on important
men’s health issues or for a health
assessment.

(NAPSA)—Invigorating. Exciting. Delightful. These are some of
the ways consumers describe the
experience of using a digital camera. If you are wondering if digital
photography is right for you, consider the following:
• It’s possible to review pictures instantly with a digital camera, so you’ll be taking better pictures than ever before.
• Digital photos can be shared
almost instantly, via e-mail or by
printing them at home, online or at
a retail store. On some models you
can store e-mail addresses on your
digital camera allowing you to tag
your images for easy e-mailing. Or,
place them in an online album, so
friends and family can view pictures and order prints.
• Perfect your pictures with
“digital magic.” Was a picture too
dark? Did someone have red eyes?
That’s okay. You can use pictureediting software, many of which are
free, to lighten and crop pictures,
get rid of red eye and make lots of
other improvements after you take
the picture.
• Many photographers find
they can fulfill their creative
urges with a digital camera. Turn
your digital pictures into photo
greeting cards, poster-sized
prints, CD album covers, photo
T-shirts and online slide shows.
When selecting a camera, your
goal is to find a camera that lets
you easily take and use pictures
and that fits your price range. You
need to decide which features and
size would best complement your
picture-taking style.
Consider the following:
• As a camera’s capability increases so do cost and number of
features. Cameras come with varying amounts of features from the
basic automatic point and shoot to
the feature-rich models that also
allow manual mode selection.
• Another thing to consider is
size. There are several different

Digital photos can be shared
almost instantly, via e-mail, by
printing them or by placing them
in an online album.
sizes available but when purchasing a digital camera don’t forget
the trade-offs. Some of the smaller
cameras have to choose size over
features—so prioritize your needs
first.
• The camera you consider
should have a built-in flash and a
view finder for framing the picture. Avoid cameras that force you
to use the display screen to compose pictures but look for those
that allow you the option to use
the viewfinder to preserve longer
battery life.
For those who haven’t tried
digital photography yet, one camera that’s designed for value-conscious people making their first
foray into digital is called the
Kodak EasyShare CX6200 digital
camera. You can get high quality
pictures up to 8 x 10 with 2.0
megapixel resolution and continuous digital zoom, all for about
$129. Kodak’s EasyShare digital
photography system features cameras with a “share” button to easily tag photos for printing, e-mailing or simply as a favorite. The
system also incudes camera docks
for easy picture transfer and
printing and simple software for
editing, organizing and printing.
For more information on these
and other tips, visit www.kodak.com.

Web Site Launched To Inform Women About Breast Cancer
(NAPSA)—While public awareness of breast cancer continues to
grow, many women diagnosed
with breast cancer face a difficult
challenge of where to turn to for
answers. Fortunately, the Internet
has changed the way women seek
health care information. A study
in the July, 2002 Health Psychology journal showed 42 percent of
breast cancer patients used the
Internet as a source of information. In an effort to educate the
public on breast cancer, visions-ofhope.com is now available to provide important information to
patients, family members and
caregivers, raising awareness of
the disease and stressing the
importance of early detection.
Visions-of-hope.com is the newest addition to AstraZeneca’s
Visions of Hope educational initiative, an award winning, multifaceted program, comprised of a
traveling breast cancer exhibit,
speakers bureau and awards program. AstraZeneca’s 25-year heritage of commitment, innovation
and treatment of breast cancer continues to work for those who battle
breast cancer everyday. The newly
available visions-of-hope.com provides information about the traveling exhibit, important community
events and highlights those
awarded for their work in the field
of breast cancer.
“Visions-of-hope.com will not
only allow visitors to view the
interactive traveling breast cancer
exhibit but also provide important
information and resources about
breast cancer to those in need,”

(NAPSA)—What if a substitute
for oil could be found? And what if
control of this new substitute was
in the hands of just one man?
That’s the question R.J. Kaiser
explores in his new thriller, Black

said Dr. Joseph Purvis, Executive
Director of Clinical Development
Breast and Prostate Cancer,
AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
Visitors to visions-of-hope.com
can access important breast cancer information and interact with
the program’s components. The
site allows a visitor to:
• Tour the interactive Visions
of Hope exhibit stations
• Send greeting cards with
messages of hope to friends and
loved ones
• Learn about the most recent
breast cancer facts and figures
• Search for local and national
breast cancer resources
• Test his or her breast cancer
knowledge
• View photos of local community events
• Read messages of hope
shared at Visions of Hope tour
stops across the country
• Download valuable information on breast cancer
• Read about individuals and
organizations who have been recognized for their work in the field
of breast cancer.

Sheep (MIRA Books, $23.95).
Jonas Lamb has lived a turbulent
life—six marriages and an uneven
financial road. Then comes a discovery that could change the
world: an inexpensive substitute
for oil (code named “Black
Sheep”). All Jonas needs are the
financial resources to bring about
his plan. But things are never
that easy—and before you can say
“Black Sheep,” word of the discovery is leaked and Jonas has the
FBI and the CIA after him, as
well as a myriad of hit men (and a
very tempting hit woman, too).
For information, log on to www.
mirabooks.com.
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Seven Secrets To Traveling With Young Children
(NAPSA)—Young traveling
companions can add a whole new
dimension to your trip, but it’s
important to set realistic goals
and take it easy.
Here are seven parent-tested
tips for traveling with a young
child:
1. Be flexible. Too many new
sights and sounds at once can
overstimulate a baby. Toddlers
often get bored having to sit still
or sightsee for long periods of
time. Keep the itinerary simple—
limit it to one activity a day.
2. Pick a family-friendly destination such as a lazy beach retreat, family camp, or nature
resort. Skip crowded tourist destinations and places without shade.
Look for family-friendly hotels that
provide free meals to children.
3. Bring water and plenty of
snacks. Toddlers can’t always wait
for good service. Best bets include
treats such as raisins, bananas,
animal crackers, granola bars, dry
cereal and small juice cartons.
Bring along moist towelettes for
clean-ups.
4. Plan frequent rest stops. If
you’re driving break up the trip so
kids can stretch and run around.
Pack a rubber ball for a game of
catch or some simple board books.
Stop at picnic areas or playgrounds on your route.
5. Think safety. Bring along a
basic childproofing kit. Be sure

Following a few tips can make it
more likely your child will be a
happier traveler.
baby’s car seat is properly secured. Use removable window
shades to keep the sun off baby.
6. Pack a goodie bag. Include
favorite toys, games, books and
some surprises. Wrap some individually and present your child
with a surprise once in a while.
7. Take practice trips. Make
sure your child is ready for a long
traveling experience. Lead up to
the big trip with a short day trip
or weekend getaways to see how
your child adjusts. Show your toddler pictures of your destination
and talk about whom you’ll see
and what you’ll be doing there. If
you convey excitement and positive feelings, chances are your little one will feel the same way.
More tips about parenting may
be found at www.babycenter.com.

